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Sodium in most biological systems relaxes biexponentially and nentially with fast (R in
2 f and R ex

2 f ) and slow (R in
2s and R ex

2s )
generates a multiple-quantum signal. In a multiple-quantum fil- transverse relaxation rates, respectively (4–7) . Thus, both
tering sequence, the sodium contributing to the multiple-quantum intracellular and extracellular sodium can generate MQ sig-
signal is in single-quantum coherences during the preparation and nals through biexponential relaxation, and consequently,
acquisition times, while it is in multiple-quantum coherences dur- shift reagents are still needed in MQ filtering to distinguish
ing the evolution time. In contrast to the biexponential relaxation

between intracellular and extracellular sodium (6–8) . Un-of single-quantum coherences, double- and triple-quantum coher-
fortunately, shift reagents are potentially toxic and, in gen-ences relax monoexponentially during the evolution time with fast
eral, themselves alter the relaxation rates. Therefore, a tech-and slow transverse relaxation rates, respectively. This unique fea-
nique has been sought to distinguish between intracellularture of multiple-quantum filtering is exploited to measure the
and extracellular sodium without using shift reagents (4, 9) .transverse relaxation rates of phantoms simulating intracellular

and extracellular sodium by analyzing the double- and triple-quan- We here exploit the unique characteristics of MQ sodium
tum signals acquired at various evolution times. As a byproduct, signals to develop a technique which can permit the measure-
the relative ratio of multiple-quantum signals derived from intra- ment of the transverse relaxation rates for both intracellular
cellular and extracellular sodium can also be simultaneously deter- and extracellular sodium without the need of shift reagents
mined. This technique may enable the distinction between intracel- (10, 11) . We also demonstrate that with these measurements
lular and extracellular sodium content in biological systems with- it is possible to determine the relative ratio of the intracellu-
out using potentially toxic shift reagents. q 1997 Academic Press

lar and extracellular sodium generating MQ signals.

METHODSINTRODUCTION

The MQ pulse sequence with refocused preparation (tP)Sodium is an important nucleus to be studied in biological
and evolution (tE) times may be represented assystems in view of its physiological significance and good

NMR sensitivity. Considerable study has been devoted to the
possible distinction between intracellular and extracellular

(u1 , f1)—
tP

2
—(u2 , f2)—

tP

2
—(u3 , f3)sodium in biological systems without using shift reagents to

discriminate between them (1) . In an early stage, techniques
to distinguish between intracellular and extracellular sodium —

tE

2
—(u4 , f4)—

tE

2
—(u5 , f5)— Acq( t2 , fR) , [1]

were based on the assumption that the transverse relaxation
rate of intracellular sodium was faster than that of extracellu-
lar sodium (2) . On the other hand, ever since it was first where fn denotes the phase of each RF pulse with flip angle
reported that only intracellular sodium generated a multiple- un , fR is the receiver phase, and t2 is the acquisition time.
quantum (MQ) signal (3) , a great deal of attention has been In general, the flip angles of the first and refocusing RF
devoted to the application of MQ filtering to the study of pulses are set to p /2 and p, respectively, i.e., u1 Å p /2 and
sodium in biological systems. u2 Å u4 Å p.

However, recent studies with the aid of shift reagents such During the preparation and acquisition times, the single-
quantum (SQ) coherence contributing to MQ signals relaxesas Dy(PPP)70

2 , DyTTHA30 , and TmDOTP50 have shown
that both intracellular and extracellular sodium relax biexpo- biexponentially with fast (R2 f ) and slow (R2s ) transverse
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394 JUNG, CANNON, AND KATZ

relaxation rates, where R2f ú R2s . This may be represented field inhomogeneity; and a3m incorporates all the remaining
factors (14). Upon further definingby SQ rank-conversion functions f (1)

l =l , defined as

b3m(tP) Å a3mM f (1)
31 (tP)(T*2 f 0 T*2s) , [7]

f (1)
31 (tP) Å

√
6
5

[exp(0R2 f tP) 0 exp(0R2stP)] [2]

Eq. [6] may be simplified as

and
S3m(tE) Å b3m(tP) f (m )

33 (tE) . [8]

As previously mentioned, both intracellular and extracel-f (1)
13 ( t2) Å

√
6
5

[exp(0R*2 f t2) 0 exp(0R*2s t2)] , [3]
lular sodium in biological systems relax biexponentially. In
what follows, we shall denote the intracellular and extracel-
lular components by superscripts in and ex, respectively.where l and l * denote the initial and converted ranks of the
Then, the MQ spectral peak amplitudes of intracellular andtensors, respectively (12, 13) . For simplicity, we will focus
extracellular sodium may be expressed from Eq. [8] ason the third-rank MQ signal, i.e., l Å 3, but a similar argu-

ment may be presented for the second-rank MQ signal (14) .
S in

3m(tE) Å b in
3m(tP) f (m ) in

33 (tE) [9]In Eq. [3] , R*2 f and R*2s denote the corresponding relaxation
rates affected by magnetic field inhomogeneity. Note that
the terms involving the fast and slow relaxation rates in Eq. and
[2] are opposite in their polarities, making MQ filtering
better than the conventional SQ technique in the calculation S ex

3m(tE) Å b ex
3m(tP) f (m )ex

33 (tE) , [10]
of biexponential relaxation rates by curve fitting (cf. Eq.
[21]) (7, 15) . respectively.

In contrast to the biexponential relaxation of the SQ coher- The total MQ spectral peak amplitude derived from the
ence, both double- (DQ) and triple-quantum (TQ) coher- third-rank m-quantum tensors during the evolution time may
ences relax monoexponentially during the evolution time, be described as a linear superposition of the intracellular and
with transverse relaxation rates R2 f and R2s , respectively. extracellular MQ spectral peak amplitudes, i.e.,
This may be represented by MQ rank-conversion functions
f (m )

33 , where S tot
3m(tE) Å S in

3m(tE) / S ex
3m(tE) . [11]

f (2)
33 (tE) Å exp(0R2 f tE) [4] By use of Eqs. [9] to [11], the total DQ and TQ spectral

peak amplitudes may be expressed as
and

S tot
32 (tE)Å b ex

32(tP)[r(tP) f (2) in
33 (tE)/ f (2)ex

33 (tE)] [12]

f (3)
33 (tE) Å exp(0R2stE) [5]

and

for DQ and TQ coherences, respectively (16) . In other
S tot

33 (tE)words, the biexponential relaxation of the SQ coherence can
be inherently decomposed into two MQ monoexponential Å b ex

33(tP)[r(tP) f (3) in
33 (tE) / f (3)ex

33 (tE)] , [13]
relaxation components during the evolution time.

Then, the spectral peak amplitudes of acquired DQ and respectively, where
TQ signals, i.e., S32 and S33 , may be described as

r(tP) Å b in
3m(tP)

b ex
3m(tP)S3m(tE) Å a3mM f (1)

31 (tP)(T*2 f 0 T*2s) f (m )
33 (tE) , [6]

where M denotes the equilibrium sodium magnetization gen- Å M in

M ex

f (1) in
31 (tP)

f (1)ex
31 (tP)

(T in*2 f 0 T in*2s )

(T ex*2 f 0 T ex*2s )
. [14]

erating an MQ signal through biexponential relaxation; T2 f

and T2s are the fast and slow transverse relaxation times
(reciprocals of R2 f and R2s , respectively); T*2 f and T*2s repre- Note that r(tP) is independent of the coherence order and

the evolution time.sent the corresponding relaxation times affected by magnetic
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395MULTIPLE QUANTUM FILTERING OF SODIUM-23 SPECTRA

NaCl in 5 and 2% agarose to simulate extracellular sodium
surrounding intracellular sodium so that the phantom had
two sets of biexponential relaxation rates as for sodium in
biological systems.

The NMR system was a Bruker AM-300 (7.05 T) with the
carrier frequency set to the on-resonance frequency (Å79.58
MHz) throughout the experiments (19) . The pulse sequence

FIG. 1. A cross section of the composite phantom consisted of two [1] was used with u3 Å u5 Å 1
4p for DQ filtering and u3 Å

coaxial NMR tubes. u5 Å 1
2p for TQ filtering. The phase-cycling schemes em-

ployed for DQ and TQ filtering are listed in Tables 1 and
2, respectively (14, 19) . The DQ filtering scheme [schemeIn general, the intracellular relaxation rates are larger than
4 in Ref. (14)] was chosen in order to maintain the samethe corresponding extracellular relaxation rates, i.e., (7)
functional dependence on the RF flip angle as for TQ filter-
ing (14) . The preparation time was set to 8 ms to maximize

rf Å
R in

2 f

R ex
2 f

ú 1 [15] the MQ sodium signal for 5% agarose. The pulse repetition
time was 500 ms which was long enough to avoid saturation
and occurrence of the intersequence stimulated echoand
(20, 21) . The number of DQ and TQ acquisitions were 256
and 144, respectively. In order to follow the relaxation faith-

rs Å
R in

2s

R ex
2s

ú 1. [16] fully, the number of evolution time samplings was greater
than the required minimum, which is 2 for the individual
phantoms and 4 for the composite phantom. The temperature

Therefore, if MQ signals are acquired at several different was 197C. In performing Fourier transform of the acquired
evolution times, the relaxation rates can be calculated by time data, no line broadening was employed. The computer
curve fitting based on Eqs. [12] and [13]. program for curve fitting was a DeltaGraph Pro 3.5 for

Furthermore, Eq. [14] may be rearranged to obtain the Win 3.1.
ratio M in /M ex as First, DQ and TQ signals were acquired from each of the

two individual phantoms at several evolution times. The
biexponential relaxation rates of each phantom were calcu-M in

M ex Å r(tP)
f (1)ex

31 (tP)
f (1) in

31 (tP)
(T ex*2 f 0 T ex*2s )

(T in*2 f 0 T in*2s )
. [17]

lated by fitting the spectral peak amplitudes to Eqs. [9] and
[10] (Figs. 2 and 3) and are summarized in Table 3.

Second, DQ and TQ signals were acquired from the com-Therefore, once the magnetic field inhomogeneity is deter-
posite phantom. Exploiting the fact that r f (Å2.2) ú rsmined, the sodium content ratio M in /M ex can be estimated
(Å1.3) as found from the individual phantoms, R in

2 f andfrom the relaxation times and the ratio r(tP ) obtained as
R ex

2 f were calculated by fitting the DQ spectral peak ampli-a byproduct of the calculation of the relaxation rates from
tudes to Eq. [12]. This curve fitting also yielded the ratioEq. [12] .
r(tP) (Å0.52), which was then used as a constraint in calcu-
lating R in

2s and R ex
2s by fitting the TQ spectral peak amplitudesEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

to Eq. [13] (Fig. 4) . The goodness of the curve fitting is
In vivo MQ signals are generated from intracellular and demonstrated by decomposing the DQ and TQ spectral peak

extracellular sodium, interacting with proteins. Because so- amplitudes into fast- and slow-relaxation components ac-
dium in a gel such as agarose can generate an MQ signal cording to Eqs. [12] and [13] by use of the measured relax-
through biexponential relaxation (17) and because the con- ation rates and r(tP) (Figs. 5A and 5B, respectively) . The
centration of agarose affects the relaxation rates (18) , the measured relaxation times are summarized in Table 3.
behavior of intracellular and extracellular sodium can be Finally, the sodium content ratio M in /M ex was estimated
mimicked by phantoms containing sodium in 5 and 2% aga- from Eq. [17], followed by the measurement of the magnetic
rose (w/v, Sigma A-9539), respectively. Two different field inhomogeneity. If Dn denotes the linewidth measured
types of phantoms, i.e., two individual and one composite from the SQ FID signal, DnB0

the linewidth due to magnetic
phantoms, were constructed. The two individual phantoms field inhomogeneity, and DnT2

the linewidth due to the trans-
consisted of a 20 mm NMR tube containing 1 M NaCl in verse relaxation, then the following relation holds:
either 5 or 2% agarose so that each phantom had one set of
biexponential relaxation rates. The composite phantom (Fig.

Dn Å DnB0
/ DnT2

. [18]1) consisted of two coaxial NMR tubes containing 1 M
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TABLE 1
Phase-Cycling Scheme for DQ Filtering

Phase Phase list (1907)

f1 0 1 2 3 0 3 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 0 3
f2 0 1 2 3 0 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 0 3 2 1 1 2 3 0 1 0 3 2 1 2 3 0 1 0 3 2

2 3 0 1 2 1 0 3 2 3 0 1 2 1 0 3 3 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 3 0 1 2 3 2 1 0
f3 1 2 3 0 1 0 3 2
f4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

f5 1
fR 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2

On the other hand, the SQ signal from the nuclei with biex-Therefore, to determine DnB0
, DnT2

must be calculated first.
In the case of multiexponential relaxation, DnT2

cannot be ponential relaxation may be described by
calculated unless all the relaxation times are known. A con-
ventional approach is to simplify the multiexponential relax-

S11( t2)ation to monoexponential relaxation by acquiring the SQ
FID signal contributed solely from the slowest-relaxation Å a31M[0.6 exp(0R2ft2) / 0.4 exp(0R2st2)] , [21]
component, i.e., R ex

2s (22) . This approach is also feasible in
this case, but this would yield DnB0

only for the extracellular
where a31 is a constant (12, 13) . Therefore, the absorptivespace, i.e., the outer cylinder of the composite phantom.
Lorenzian spectra for intracellular and extracellular spacesThus, we instead measured DnB0

for both intracellular and
may be described as a linear superposition of the Lorenzianextracellular spaces by use of the relaxation rates measured
spectra for the corresponding fast- and slow-relaxation com-by the technique proposed here and the geometry of the
ponents ascomposite phantom.

The absorptive Lorenzian spectrum for the SQ FID with
transverse relaxation time T2 is given by g in (n) Å 0.6g(T in

2 f , n) / 0.4g(T in
2s , n) [22]

g(T2 , n) Å T2

1 / (2pnT2) 2 , [19] and

where n denotes an off-resonance frequency (23) . For the g ex (n) Å 0.6g(T ex
2 f , n) / 0.4g(T ex

2s , n) , [23]
spectrum in Eq. [19], the linewidth DnT2

is given as

respectively. Then, the absorptive Lorenzian spectrum
DnT2

Å 1
pT2

. [20]
g tot (n) for the total space can be expressed as

TABLE 2
Phase-Cycling Scheme for TQ Filtering

Phase Phase list (1307)

f1 0 2 4 6 8 10 6 8 10 0 2 4
f2 0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1

6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7
f3 3 5 7 9 11 1
f4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

f5 3
fR 0 6 0 6 0 6 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 0 6 0 6 0 6
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397MULTIPLE QUANTUM FILTERING OF SODIUM-23 SPECTRA

TABLE 3
Measured Transverse Relaxation Times in Units of ms

5% agarose 2% agarose

Tin
2f Tin

2s Tex
2f Tex

2s

Individual phantoms 3.4 28 7.5 37
Composite phantom 3.2 26 7.5 38

total sodium content is the same for the sodium in 5 and
2% agarose (24, 25) . Then, Eq. [24] can be rewritten byFIG. 2. DQ (h) and TQ (m) spectral peak amplitudes at various evolu-

tion times acquired from a phantom containing NaCl in 5% agarose. DQ use of Eq. [25] as
and TQ spectral peak amplitudes are normalized by setting the maximum
peak amplitudes to 10 and then converted into a natural logarithm ( ln)
scale. The fitting lines are overlaid. Values of x 2 for DQ and TQ spectral g tot (n) Å V ex

V in / V ex FV in

V ex g in (n) / g ex (n)G . [26]
peak amplitudes were 2.1 1 1004 and 1.3 1 1003 , respectively.

Equation [26] was calculated for the measured relaxation
rates and the volume ratio of the composite phantom. Fromg tot (n) Å M ex

M in / M ex FM in

M ex g in (n) / g ex (n)G . [24]
the resultant plot shown in Fig. 6, DnT2

was estimated as 13
Hz. On the other hand, Dn was measured from the SQ FID

On the other hand, the actual M in /M ex can be calculated as 22 Hz (Fig. 6) . Substitution of the estimated DnT2
and

from the geometry of the composite phantom shown in Fig. the experimentally measured Dn into Eq. [18] yields DnB01. Since the sodium concentrations in the two coaxial tubes Å 9 Hz. For comparison, DnB0
(Å8 Hz) was also measured

of the composite phantom are the same, the actual M in /M ex

from the SQ FID acquired after the spin-echo time of 120can be determined from the corresponding volumes V in and
ms (ú4 1 T in

2s ) . As discussed above, such a measurementV ex , i.e.,
represents DnB0

only for the outer cylinder of the composite
phantom. For biological systems, however, this conventional

actual
M in

M ex Å
V in

V ex Å 0.36. [25] technique may be employed since the intracellular and extra-
cellular spaces are finely interwoven.

Equation [25] holds as written, provided that the proportion
of the sodium content with biexponential relaxation vs the

FIG. 4. DQ (h) and TQ (m) spectral peak amplitudes at various evolu-
tion times acquired from the composite phantom in Fig. 1. DQ and TQ
spectral peak amplitudes are normalized by setting the maximum peakFIG. 3. DQ (h) and TQ (m) spectral peak amplitudes at various evolu-

tion times acquired from a phantom containing NaCl in 2% agarose. DQ amplitudes to 10. Values of x 2 for DQ and TQ spectral peak amplitudes
were 8.9 1 1004 and 3.1 1 1004 , respectively. The fitting functions forand TQ spectral peak amplitudes are normalized by setting the maximum

peak amplitudes to 10 and then converted into a natural logarithm ( ln) DQ and TQ were y Å 8.0 [0.52 exp(0x /3.2) / exp(0x /7.5)] and y Å
7.0[0.52 exp(0x /26) / exp(0x /38)] , respectively, with major parame-scale. The fitting lines are overlaid. Values of x 2 for DQ and TQ spectral

peak amplitudes were 9.3 1 1004 and 1.6 1 1005 , respectively. ters typed in bold.
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the average RF flip angles and magnetic field inhomogeneity
would be the same for both spaces.

Even though the relaxation times measured from the com-
posite phantom agree well with those measured from the
individual phantoms, the curve fitting would be improved
even further with better conditions for r f , rs , and r(tP) , as
in fact they occur in biological systems. To see the effect
of the minor discrepancy between the measured relaxation
times of the composite phantom and those measured from the
individual phantoms, the DQ spectral peaks of the composite
phantom were fitted with the relaxation times measured from
the individual phantoms. This fitting resulted in increases of
x 2 (from 8.9 1 1004 to 2.2 1 1003) and r(tP) (from 0.52
to 0.56), but the fitted curve was still close to the experimen-
tal data. For the new r(tP) (Å0.56), the relaxation times
T in

2s and T ex
2s calculated by Eq. [13] were unchanged. Further-

more, the substitution of these new values into Eq. [17]
resulted in the same value for M in /M ex as that obtained in
Eq. [28].

CONCLUSIONS

It is confirmed in phantoms that DQ and TQ signals de-
rived from biexponentially relaxing sodium relax monoexpo-
nentially during the evolution time with fast and slow relax-

FIG. 5. Decomposition of the DQ (A) and TQ (B) spectra in Fig. 4 ation rates, respectively. This unique decomposition feature
into two relaxation components, respectively. The decomposed spectral

of MQ filtering has been exploited to measure two sets ofpeak amplitudes are linear on a natural logarithm scale, confirming that the
biexponential transverse relaxation rates of the compositedecomposed spectral peak amplitudes are monoexponential, i.e., the fast-

and slow-relaxation components are from the sodium in the 5 and 2% phantom simulating intracellular and extracellular sodium.
agarose systems, respectively. By use of the measured relaxation rates, a new approach for

the determination of the magnetic field inhomogeneity has
also been presented. Furthermore, the relative ratio between
the intracellular and extracellular sodium content has beenUsing the relation

T*2 Å
T2

1 / pDnB0
T2

, [27]

the ratio M in /M ex can now be estimated from Eq. [17] as

M in

M ex

Å 0.52
[exp(08/7.5) 0 exp(08/38)]
[exp(08/3.2) 0 exp(08/26)]

(6.2 0 18.3)
(2.9 0 15.0)

Å 0.37. [28]

FIG. 6. SQ spectra of the composite phantom, used to determine theConsidering the potential difference of RF flip angles and
linewidth due to magnetic field inhomogeneity. The real part of the spectrummagnetic field inhomogeneity between the inner and outer from an SQ FID is shown together with the simulated absorptive Lorenzian

cylinders of the composite phantom, this result is quite close spectrum calculated from the relaxation times and the geometry of the
to the actual value. In actual biological systems, the intracel- composite phantom. From these spectra, Dn Å 22 Hz and DnT2

Å 13 Hz,
respectively. Subtraction of DnT2

from Dn results in DnB0
Å 9 Hz.lular and extracellular spaces are so finely interwoven that
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